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14 Short form of author list

Fig. 6: 3D visualisation of all time-steps from the low concentrated flow experiment
with a the 4:1 contraction 26mm die. Colour markings correspond to the colouring
in figure 8. (supplementary video 3)

4D Computed Tomography setup to quantify flow properties of die entrance regions 15

Fig. 7: 3D visualisation of one time-step from the low concentrated flow experiment
with the 4:1 contraction 26mm die (figure 6). Colour markings correspond to the
colouring in figure 8. The black stripes indicate two bubbles which are connected
and presented in figure 9.

The biggest bubble, red, shows the same slope than for the previous die geometry.
The angle increases towards the contraction. The purple has at the beginning
of the track the same slope but about 1mm before the contraction the angle
decreases again. This abrupt orientation change is based on an increased streamline
orientation towards the contraction. In contrast to the bigger bubbles the smaller
ones are more oriented towards the contraction. They more or less follow with their
orientation the stream lines of the flow. As closer the bubble get to the center line
as smaller the orientation angle gets, indicating orientation in center line direction.
The orientation di↵erences between the bigger, red and purple, bubbles and the
smaller ones can be explained by an inertia e↵ect of the bigger bubbles. It is
less likely for a bigger bubble to orient in a given time frame than for smaller
ones. The velocity is increasing exponential towards the contraction and has a
maximum just before the contraction. Within the contracted zone the velocity
decreases slightly. A small di↵erence is observed according to the radial position
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Coupling experiment and simulation
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-‐  We	  have	  the	  labeling	  tool,	  but	  the	  neighborhood	  relaPons	  are	  not	  yet	  reliable	  
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From Experiments to Simulations
! Same lattice space : Voxels in images are voxels in the simulation
! Phase (air or water) already known
! Bubble identify and exact boundaries are not
! Small water volumes (less than a voxel) are invisible but important 

for foam structure and simulation stability

15

Labeled Experimental 
Data

CompuCell3D with 
‘Fixed water’ and 

‘Random free water’

After 160 time steps 
(relaxation)
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